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SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES: A NATION BETRAYED 

10-Year Anniversary Release Announced! 

BREAKING NEWS 

July 4, 2022 (Studio City, CA) – “Riveting and brilliant documentary, SAVING AMERICA'S 

HORSES - A NATION BETRAYED is set for 

digital release this year.” - WFLF Humanion Films 

and the Founding Members of the Saving America’s 

Horses Anniversary Committee.  

 

 “The 2022 10-Year Anniversary Release of 

SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES comes at a time 

when the demand for truth and the need for ethical and 

moral justice have never been greater.  It’s not just 

about the horses; it’s about how we as a society of 

people exist, our footprint on the world and the future 

of humanity.” – Nancy Stanley, Saving America’s 

Horses Associate Producer, Author, Animal Therapy 

Pioneer 

 “I have felt the heartbeat of these Sacred 4 Leggeds. 

They have loved us beyond life in service to 

humanity.” - Chief Daniel "Eagle Warrior" Ramos, 

Chief Spiritual Leader, Choctaw Muskogee Yamassee 

Nation, Saving America's Horses & Circle of Life 

Ambassador  “Many truths now are coming forward. 

We must come together to acknowledge that our four-legged cousins, our sisters and brothers are 

in peril. We must embrace them and bring back the joy in our world, the love in our world and 

live together in peace and in harmony.”  

“SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES is a tour-de-force of technical filmmaking and covers an 

impressive scope of issues associated with both wild and domestic horses. This eye-opening film 

awakens the conscience of its viewers and empowers them with the facts and an enlightened 

perspective so that they can affect urgently needed social change.” – Craig Downer, Saving 

America’s Horses Cast & Advisory Board, Wildlife Ecologist A.B., M.S., Ph.D., Author 

 

Those who have seen this film say they have found their lives to be profoundly changed.  
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Set against some of America’s most pristine 

sweeping landscapes, SAVING 
AMERICA’S HORSES brings to screen 

magnificent scenes of both wild and domestic 

horses and burros, together with riveting 

interviews by nationally renowned 

veterinarians, trainers, professors, 

investigators, policymakers and members of 

the equine community.  

SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES A NATION BETRAYED is a powerful feature 

documentary film with a deeply passionate look into the world of both wild and domestic horses; 

their connection to our history and the future of humanity. It’s an intelligent and hard hitting 

exposé that reveals how the public has been misled by government agencies and corporate 

interests that run over the laws that are supposed to protect the public, the horses and the 

environment.  

“We are thrilled to celebrate the 10-Year Anniversary of SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES’ 

bicoastal theatrical release and qualification for the Oscars.” – Jay Coskie, Saving America’s 

Horses Development & Outreach Director, VP WFLF Humanion Films   “This touching yet 

powerful film delivers provocative storytelling which immerses its audience in a unique and 

compelling experience; to not only empower them to effect social change, but leaving them 

wanting to watch it over and over and over again.”   

 

 "A provocative rallying cry for justice and integrity" - THE QUAD CINEMA, NYC. 

"Outstanding" - LA SPLASH MAGAZINE.  "Impassioned" - HOLLYWOOD REPORTER 

"Shocking statistics… "A searing indictment" –VARIETY.   "Filled with facts" - NY TIMES 

“Unpacks a multi-layered conspiracy - fueled by a parade of misinformation- against the survival 

and proliferation of horses” - LA TIMES 

 

“The 10-Year Anniversary Release of SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES will help lead the way 

as we look forward to the much anticipated sequel.” - Cheryl Casati, WFLF Advisory Board, 

Master Trainer and Equestrian Professional, ABRS TC, Retired U.S. Air Force.  “Through 

digital distribution viewers will soon be able to experience this landmark film from around the 

world in the comfort of their home on their computer, TV or mobile device.” 

 

SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES - A NATION BETRAYED is lauded as “Superb in every 

respect”, Very moving and effective,”  “A brilliant exposé, masterfully presented, and a must see 

film”. SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES is the winner of multiple international awards on the 

festival circuit including Best Documentary Film at the Los Angeles Women’s International 

Film Festival, the Royal Bank of Canada Best Environmental Film Award at Film North 

Huntsville International Film Festival in Canada, plus Awards for Cinematography, Editing 

Conservation Message and Advocacy at the International Wildlife Film Festival, and many more.  
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The mission of SAVING AMERICA’S 

HORSES is to break the cycle of animal 

cruelty for America’s horses by 

providing a life changing resource that 

cultivates action and inspires social 

change.   

 

 “I find very few people, including 

veterinarians who actually know the 

cruelty horses suffer through the 

slaughter pipeline; in spite of their 

opinions being strong.   I encourage all to 

see SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES 

A NATION BETRAYED so their 

opinions can be based on facts.  If a 

person can send a horse to slaughter or encourage others’ to do so, they need to see this movie.” 

– Dr. Lisa Jacobson, Equine Veterinarian, Saving America’s Horses Cast & Advisory Board 

Member 

 

Acclaimed for awakening the moral fabric of humanity, SAVING AMERICA’S HORSES A 

NATION BETRAYED is a 91 minute feature documentary produced, written and directed by 

filmmaker, Katia Louise, President WFLF Humanion Films. 

 

Starring many of the nation's foremost experts and leaders in the movement to protect America’s 

horses including Dr. Elliot Katz, Dr. Nicholas Dodman, Dr. Nena Winand, Dr. Lisa Jacobson, 

Craig Downer, Paula Bacon, John Holland, Nick Zito, Monty Roberts, Victoria McCullough and 

Madeleine Pickens and more!  

 

Celebrity cast appearances include Paul Sorvino, Linda Gray, Michael Blake, Willie Nelson, 

Tippi Hedren, Chief Arvol Looking Horse, Ken Wahl, The Barbi Twins, Amy & Raelyn Nelson, 

Jennifer Pryor and more! 

 

SAVING AMERICA'S HORSES - A NATION BETRAYED is an educational film project 

under Wild for Life Foundation (WFLF), a 501c3 nonprofit grassroots charity dedicated to 

saving, protecting and preserving wild and domestic equines.  

 

Visit website: www.savingamericashorses.org 

Contact: Kate Dudley PR 

mailto:kdudley@ humanionfilms.com 
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